Question: What Do You Mean by Sustainable Life style and How Can You Lead a Life aiming
towards sustainability?
Explanation: This question is focusing on sustainability maintenance in individual life which can
be contributed collectively to the desire of mass reflection of world platform. Students should be
aware of options in personal life where they can play positive role towards obtaining the
sustainable world. This question will make them aware and allow them to think about the small
steps they are taking or they have opportunity to improve in personal behavior towards
sustainability.

Question: What Were the Remarkable Historical Events and Consequences Regarding
Sustainability Issue?
Explanation: This question is focusing on the chronological approaches taken by the sensible
persons at that time though they had to face numerous limitations including shortage of resources,
public awareness and lack of global platforms. Studying this issues will make students of this
generation to compare the resources they have and make them conscious to initiate programs or
events by themselves with privileged options.

Question: How is it Possible to Achieve Economic Growth maintaining all Issues of
Sustainability? Give Some Real Examples.
Explanation: We cannot deny the growth of economy. To have a stable and secure life style we
must grow our economy as well as we have to make sure a livable future for our next generation
and it needs a credible transparent collaboration between businesses and ecology. This question
will make students clear about positive relation between growth and sustainability and allow them
to study real examples to apply them in extensive scale in different sectors.

Question: Build a Model to Integrate all Issues Relating Sustainability in Each Level of Education.
Explanation: Our Education System does not allow integration of sustainability in core process
and this is the biggest barrier to achieve the goal in large scale which should be removed soon.
This question will allow each students to think broadly and brainstorming about making
collaboration of education system with sustainability which can be achieved near future.

